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Transformation market processes, which are occurring in Ukrainian economy, put in the forefront new, more rigid requirements to conducting economic activities by the domestic enterprises. In contemporary conditions economical agents have to take into account any changes of the market environment to keep the adequate level of enterprise production competitiveness and to provide the growing scales of profit. Such changes include demand fluctuations and consumer requirements transformation, appearance of competitors new products, development of scientific and technical progress and implementation of its achievements in certain branch etc. The important component of market success, in particular, for the machine-building enterprises, is the accounting and practical application of scientific and technical achievements in production process, i.e. the active realization of innovational policy. 
One of perspective directions of innovational activity at the machine-building enterprise is resource saving, which provides the effective using of all kinds of production resources (materials, labour, finances, information, etc.) and their regular increment due to economy [1]. The problem of rational use and economy of production resources is extremely actual for the Ukrainian machine-building enterprises, because of resource capacity of gross domestic product of this branch exceeds several times (according to informal statistics several tens times) the similar parameters of the developed countries [2].  According to some experts' evaluations, in particular, the material use coefficient at the average machine-building enterprise of our country does not exceed 0,2, so about 80 % of involved in manufacture materials transform into wastes. Resource capacity reduction of Ukrainian industrial output, manufacture resource efficiency increasing will promote the stabilization of economic situation in machine-building and the steady economic growth in this branch.
Resource saving activization at Ukrainian machine-building enterprises will allow them to achieve some ecological, social, technical and economic advantages compared to competitors at external and internal markets. Ecological benefits of the enterprise from resource saving measures realization can include the reduction of environmental pollution volumes owing to smaller volumes of resources, which use for former production quantity manufacturing; the reduction of areas for formed waste products storage etc. Direct economic consequence of such ecological benefits is reduction of ecological payments sums, paid by the enterprise, reduction of waste products storage charges, decrease of expenses for production water preparation and sewage treatment, etc.
Resource saving social advantages for the enterprise lie in working conditions improvement; reduction of workplaces number with harmful and especially harmful working conditions; decrease of traumatism level and the general morbidity of workers owing to implementation of effective technological processes demanding smaller material resources volumes involving for manufacturing; noise and vibration levels reduction; labour-intensiveness reduction and labour productivity growth. The economic expression of social advantages is enterprise wages' expenses decrease, in particular the reduction of harmful working conditions surcharges volumes, sick-list payments' reduction, etc.
Technical benefits are equipping of the enterprise with progressive resource and energy saving equipment; technological processes improving on the basis of latest science and technology achievements; manufacture mechanization, automation and computerization; enterprise technical opportunities expansion; production nomenclature and assortment increasing, its quality improvement; production capacity increase and so on. These advantages allow to react more flexibly according to consumers preferences changes concerning characteristics of products, volumes and technology of their manufacture, providing a high level of competitiveness and additional profit reception.
Economic advantages of resource saving projects realization include the decrease of  enterprise purchases volumes of initial resources and energy for manufacture; currying capital volume reduction; decrease of the production prime cost price and the opportunity of its price variation according to the target profit volume reception proceeding; manufacture profitability and enterprise financial stability increase; enterprise reputation improvement in consumers eyes in connection with production quality growth, its price optimization etc.
Integral component of resource saving policy realization at the enterprise is expenses for carrying out the resource saving measures. These expenses are frequently exceed opportunities of their financing by economic agent's own means, demanding the participation of other capital. As a rule, this problem - resource saving efficiency substantiation and financial sources' search - is the main barrier to resource saving measures realization in machine-building of Ukraine. However as the numerous facts of domestic pilot resource saving projects implementation and scientific publications, dedicated to such projects efficiency evaluation, testify, the economic result of resource saving in 1,3-2,5 times exceeds the expenses sum with regard to achievable ecological, social, technical and actually economic advantages. Nevertheless, because of absence of normative methodic for resource saving efficiency estimation with regard to all specified advantages (now economic advantages are taking into account only), the efficiency of these projects appears to be artificially underestimated, and in some cases they become unprofitable. So at the present stage there is necessary to provide by state the economic stimulation of resource saving implementation in machine-building of Ukraine, to improve the normative and legislative base, to use the adequate toolkit to manage these processes.
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